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May 2, 1984

Rabbi Solomon Lenchitz  
1145 49th Street  
Brooklyn, New York 11219  

Dear Rabbi Lenchitz:

Thank you for taking the time to write to us about your concern over the WINS disclaimer on the Rabbi Tannenbaum commentary.

It is not our intention to leave our listeners with the impression that WINS disagrees with any point of view expressed in our commentaries. However, on the other hand, we want to make it clear that the views expressed are those of the individual commentators, and not "necessarily," the views of WINS.

This becomes difficult when dealing with our religion commentaries. We make every effort to allow as many points of view as possible to be expressed on our air. Except for the obvious areas of concern, (profanity, bad taste, etc.), the commentaries are not edited in any way.

We make every effort to clearly separate our commentaries from our news product. That is the reason we use the disclaimer at the end of our commentaries.

As you know, we also provide our listeners with frequent editorials. Here we clearly state our point of view. Many times our religion commentators express a point of view that crosses political and social lines, therefore we think it is our obligation to inform our listeners that their views may not necessarily be the views of the station.
Quite frankly, I have been very concerned about this problem for some time now because of the impression it leaves whenever the views are totally religious in nature. As a matter of fact, I am looking towards ways to better achieve our purpose.

Again, thank you for writing. We take our responsibility to our listeners very seriously, and we appreciate the input they supply.

Sincerely,

Frank Sciortino
Dear Roth,

I was forced to write this letter to you. I hope you feel the way I feel.

In order to introduce my self-enclosed are some of my works. I've decided to gather some pieces but I can't get to gather some pieces. Some time it would be my pleasure. Some pieces it would be my pleasure.

With respect,

Shalom

212-837-6554

July 11264